The mouse synemin gene encodes three intermediate filament proteins generated by alternative exon usage and different open reading frames.
We have previously cloned and characterized the human synemin gene, which encodes two intermediate filament proteins (IFPs). We now show that the mouse synemin gene encodes three different synemin isoforms through an alternative splicing mechanism. Two of them, synemin H and M are similar to human alpha and beta synemin, and the third isoform, L synemin, constitutes a new form of IFP. It has a typical rod domain and a short tail (49 residues) with a novel sequence that is produced by a different open reading frame. The synthesis of H/M synemins starts in the embryo, whereas the synemin L isoform is present in adult muscles. The H/M isoforms are bound to desmin or vimentin in the muscle cells of wild-type mice. Using desmin- and vimentin-deficient mice, we have obtained direct evidence that synemin is associated with muscle intermediate filaments in vivo. The organization of the synemin fibril is disrupted in skeletal and cardiac muscle when desmin is absent and in smooth muscle when vimentin is absent. The fact that the three synemin isoforms differ in the sequences of their tail domains as well as in their developmental patterns suggests that they fulfill different functions.